
The Two Great Lights

A look into the wonders of the Sun and Moon 
and how they point to the great providence of an Almighty God



In the Beginning
And God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate 
the day from the night, and let them serve as signs to mark seasons 
and days and years, and let them be lights in the expanse of the sky to 
give light on the earth." And it was so. God made two great lights—the 
greater light to govern the day and the lesser light to govern the night. 
He also made the stars. God set them in the expanse of the sky to give 
light on the earth, to govern the day and the night, and to separate 
light from darkness. And God saw that it was good. 



• tonight we look at the sun and the 
moon, the two great lights, to see 
just how “good” they are 

• but first, how have they been 
revered down through the ages? 

• the Bible is clear they are creatures, 
but many have seen them as 
something else...



• outside of the biblical peoples they 
have always been greatly respected 

• often treated as gods



• Ra (one of many Egyptian deities 
associated with the sun)



• Surya (Hindus)



• Tonatiuh (Aztecs), 
leader of heaven



• Helios Ἥλιος (Greek)



• Apollo (Romans) 

• also god of light and truth and prophecy



• Amaterasu  (sun goddess of Japan) 

• not to be confused with another god...



• Tiramisu, an Italian cake 
and dessert, and god-
like to many people



• the moon, too, has been worshipped as deity...



• Selene Σελήνη (Greek)



• Diana (Romans) 

• (also Juno and Luna) 



• Isis 

• Thoth (Egyptian)



• Tsukuyomi  

• moon god in 
Shinto religion 
(Japan) 

• shrine here



• Tecuciztecal (Aztecs)



• So revered are these 
two, our first two 
days of the week are 
named for them 

• and the word month 
comes from “moon”



Now

• contrariwise, we are not even tempted 
to see them as gods today 

• our generation looks down, never up



• let’s look at what 
modern science has 
discovered 

• let’s bring them back 
to, not gods, but 
profoundly awesome 
gifts from God



• moreover, the Bible says 
that when we are observing 
the heavens we behold His 
glory 

• let’s try that, as well



The Sun

• many things make this star the perfect gift 

• obviously it provides warmth & light & 
energy, but it could easily be a lot different



• most stars are tiny little red 
things 

• these stars give off little energy 

• must be very close to one of 
these to get enough radiation 
(but then risk flares and tidal 
lock)

SUN



• many stars are bigger and bluer than ours 

• they live fast, die young 

• profuse energy machines SUN



SUN



• short lives don’t allow any planets to 
form and mature for life  

• and when these stars die they go 
violently in supernovae

SUN



• but so what if our star is one in a billion? 

• if we are the wrong distance it doesn’t matter!SUN



• we are on average 150 million 
km from our star 

• closer and we fry 

• farther and we freeze SUN



• and the sun, being at 
that distance, also 
drives all our weather 
on this planet

SUN



• right now perfect distance for temps that 
allow for water to exist as solid, liquid, & gas SUN



• but even being the right type at right distance, must be 
right age 

• our star is half-way through its life cycle 

• younger = too violent, too cool 
older = too hot, then too big 

• for human life on a planet, this is the perfect time for usSUN



SUN



• most stars are “binaries,” they travel in pairs; so what? 

• if we had another star, a binary companion, it would be 
curtains 

• two stars gravitationally compete for planetsSUN



• that means a very perturbed orbit for us 

• this would lead to us being slingshot off, or pulled into a 
greatly elliptical orbit, or right into one of the sunsSUN



• of course no star at all = death 

• (can happen if we get The Boot)

SUN



• the sun is in the perfect spot 
in the Milky Way 

• any closer to center and we 
have too many stars to 
compete with and the 
chances go up of 
supernovae going off 

• any farther, not enough 
planet-making material

SUN



• our view at night is the view we want

SUN



• one fascinating relationship with our 
planet = faint sun paradox SUN



• our sun started off its life about 15-30% 
cooler than now 

• how did we not freeze to death??? 

• lots of greenhouse gases back then!

SUN



• but sun gradually warmed 

• it should be too hot on Earth! 

• but amazingly the greenhouse gases 
decreased at an exact rate to 
compensate for the sun getting hotter SUN



• so, miraculously, two different unrelated 
events, the sun’s warming and the Earth 
losing its CO2, allowed for our planet to 
stay approx the same temp for the last 
billions of years!!! SUN



 The Moon

• the moon is just a bright 
rock up in the sky? 

• oh, but it is so much 
more



• there are 150+ 
moons in our solar 
system 

• most are small and 
insignificant 
compared to their 
planet 

• ours is almost like 
another planet 
compared to Earth

MOON



• it is mostly lightweight 
stuff, and it is moving 
away from us 

• why??? 

• let’s see how we think 
it may have been 
created

MOON



• used to think the Moon came 
from either a split, a capture, 
or that it was a second planet

MOON



• Roche’s co-accretion theory 

• Edouard Roche proposed that 
both Earth and Moon formed at 
same time, like a double planet 

• No! our compositions are not 
similar 

• Way too little iron and way too 
“light”

MOON



• George Darwin’s fission theory; 
the moon was once part of Earth 
and pinched off long ago 

• but reverse the movie to that 
pinch time and the Earth spins 
way too fast and the Moon goes 
around us way too quickly 

• bottom line: it don’t work

MOON



• Thomas Jefferson Jackson See 
gave us capture theory in which 
we capture the Moon, a rogue 
planet 

• this explains why composition of 
moon is different 

• but no physics to slow and 
capture a body that big

MOON



• then the Apollo missions 
brought back rocks: 

• they were breccias (broken 
up rocks cemented 
together) 

• no volatile compounds (all 
parched rock) 

• had same isotopes as our 
crust

MOON



• William Hartmann used this 
data to come up with a new 
- and controversial - idea 

• the only hypothesis that fits 
the facts is that a rogue 
planet collided with a 
young earth 

• the blown-out shrapnel 
collected to become our 
Moon

MOON



• other than some interesting violence, so what? 

• what’s any of this got to do with God???MOON



• before the impact, Earth 
was probably spinning 
slowly, had a mediocre 
core, a thick crust, a thick 
atmosphere (like Venus?) 

• it was not the planet it is 
today, nor would it ever 
become so, unless...

MOON



• the impact was kind of a 
double impact 

• initially, main impact blew 
off our crust & our 
probably thick 
atmosphere 

• but the guts of the 
impactor fell back down to 
us 

• the light stuff flew off into 
orbitMOON



MOON



MOON

• so we get stuck with  

• an extra thin crust 
(for plate tectonics)  

• an extra thick core 
(for longer lasting plate 
tectonics & protective 
magnetic field) 

• much less atmosphere 
(so we don’t end up like 
Venus) 

• and a groovy Moon above!!!



• but why do we still need a groovy Moon above?

MOON



• a groovy Moon above... 

• slows us down 

• keeps us from wobbling 

• insures eons of seasons 

• is used as a beacon, 
timekeeper, and 
location finder

MOON



• when this first happened... 

• the Earth was sped up to a 5-hour day! 

• the Moon revolved around us 5 times a day! 

• was about 15 times bigger in night sky! 

• tides were thousands of feet high! 

• this is not good for life!!!

MOON



• but since then... 

• Moon has slowed us to a 24-hour 
day 

• Moon’s intense tide-causing gravity 
filled our oceans with minerals, 
and... MOON



• Moon has kept us from 
tilting over 

• take the Moon out of our 
picture and we tilt so 
much so often that life 
as we know it stops 

• its the tilt that gives us 
the seasons, maximizing 
comfortable living room 
on Earth MOON



MOON



• but The Impact had to be 
at perfect angle, 
on right side,  
at perfect speed, 
at perfect time 

• anything different? 
no Earth/Moon 

• and no life

MOON



MOON



• We absolutely need the Moon.

MOON



• the Sun and Moon both act as timekeepers 

• we use them to mark time since we’ve walked the earth 

• for planting, harvest, direction 

• day, week, month, year 

• lunar calendars and solar calendars

SUN&MOON



SUN&MOON
• animals use sun and moon for migration, breeding, etc.



• eclipses - amazing coincidence of sun & moon, size & distance

SUN&MOON



• we need sun and moon exactly as they are for heat, 
energy, light, radiation, spin, tilt, revolution, timekeeping, 
direction finding, tides, winds, weather, climate, plate 
tectonics, magnetic field, mountains, valleys, oceans, 
volcanoes, seasons, etc., etc., etc..SUN&MOON



bottom line

• we need both sun 
and moon exactly 
as they are - to live! 

• they are beautiful 
gifts from God

SUN&MOON



spiritual conclusions
• we have a sun and a moon we see every day in full glory 

but we don’t really see them 

• they are provisions from God, two of a countless array 
of gifts, and they help us see His glory 

• let’s not treat them as gods, like people have for 
thousands of years, but let’s be grateful to our God for 
them and see His glory in them

SUN&MOON



spiritual analogy

• the Sun, like the Son, is the source 
of all light and energy for us. It is 
the giver of life.

SUN&MOON



• the Moon, like followers of Jesus Christ, 
reflects the light of the Sun 

• it does not shine with its own light, but with 
the Sun’s light

SUN&MOON



SON&YOU

• we, like the Moon, cannot 
brag of anything 

• we are privileged dust, 
miracles, created under 
special circumstances, but 
merely reflect Him 

• when next to Him, even our 
reflected light is nothing 
compared to His glory 

• if we are a light anywhere,  
it is His light 



• let’s be Full Moons during this 
time of darkness, amen?!

SON&YOU



afterwords

• lots of more information? 

reasons.org 

• want this presentation? 

swordandspirit.com




